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The Death of Marketing 
Attribution

In 2023, privacy, legal, competitive, and browser/cookie changes are conspiring to block an 
overwhelming amount of attribution that marketers take for granted… Here’s what’s next.



Marketers 
Spent 20 Years 
Convincing 
Execs to Invest 
in Digital 
Channels



Our biggest weapon in that fight:
Unlike offline channels, online journeys could be precisely 

measured, ensuring high-confidence ROI



We trained CEOs, CFOs, boards, and investors to believe…

…every conversion and sale could be attributed to the 
channels & tactics in that buyer journey



How did it all
go sideways?



#1
Browsers & Cookies



3rd-Party Cookies Are Nearly Dead

Source: StatCounter

Once both browsers block 
3rd-party cookies, this 

tracking system is kaput.

https://gs.statcounter.com/


1st-Party Cookies are Getting Less Effective & 
Accurate, Too

Source: Clearcode

https://clearcode.cc/blog/browsers-first-third-party-cookies/


Users are 
manually 

blocking more 
tracking in their 

browsers, too

Source: DuckDuckGo

https://spreadprivacy.com/do-not-track/


#2
Ad/Analytics Blockers & 
Multi-Device Journeys



Toward Data Science estimates ~20% of 
browsers block GA tracking (more on 
desktop than mobile)

Plausible shows that percentage rises to 
nearly 60% for “tech-savvy” audiences

https://towardsdatascience.com/how-much-data-is-missing-from-your-google-analytics-dashboard-20506b26e6d
https://plausible.io/blog/google-analytics-adblockers-missing-data
https://plausible.io/blog/google-analytics-adblockers-missing-data


Ad Blockers don’t just block ads… they block most 
tracking techniques, too

Source: Hootsuite

https://www.hootsuite.com/research/social-trends


Forget about tracking individuals pre-login

Source: Cisco

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.html


#3
Privacy Laws & 

Regulation



What’s Possible & Legal in the US Isn’t Most Anywhere Else

Source: In Country

https://incountry.com/blog/the-2021-data-regulation-recap/


Can you still use Google Analytics (or analytics tools that have 
similar types of persistent tracking) in the EU?

Source: Lexology

Technically yes, but really no.

https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=221fdb9e-9f52-4823-87db-fc45cb3ba94f


#4
Google Being Google



Marketers have forgotten how easy it was to justify content & 
SEO investments when Google provided keyword data

“We rank #12 for this KW, which means we could get 
40-60X this many conversions by moving to #2.”



In 2023, Google’s learned their monopoly power is 
untouchable, so they might as well do things like:

Sources: SparkToro & SimilarWeb 

Answer queries directly in the SERPs, 
continually shrinking organic clicks

https://sparktoro.com/blog/in-2020-two-thirds-of-google-searches-ended-without-a-click/


% of clicks rising, keyword 
data is provided (for now).

% of clicks is declining, 
keyword data is 

intentionally hidden.

% of searchers who are satisfied 
by what Google surfaces on the 

SERP keeps rising



Intentionally Conflate Unbranded & Branded Keywords to 
Make Advertisers Pay More for Worse Results

Source: Reddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/PPC/comments/13qukzu/performance_max_campaigns_are_borderline_fraud/


Sources: SearchEngineLand, Beebom, & Twitter

Cut GA attribution models 
unfavorable to Google’s ads

Switch to less granular behavioral tracking in the 
name of privacy (that also raises prices by forcing 

everyone to compete for the same few topics)

Literally make search 
results worse to sell 

more ads?!

https://searchengineland.com/google-sunsets-attribution-models-395297
https://beebom.com/what-is-google-topics-api-how-different-from-floc/
https://twitter.com/pdrmnvd/status/1707395736458207430


#5
Dark Social



76% of our visitors come 
from “Direct?!”



Yet, only 29% land on the 
homepage…?

Are people really typing 
or bookmarking these 

long URLs?



We ran an experiment to measure Dark Social, 
and found entire networks hiding referral data:

100% hidden

100% hidden

100% hidden

100% hidden

100% hidden

75% hidden

30% hidden

14% hidden

If these sites & 
apps send you 

traffic, your 
analytics will 
report those 

visits as 
“Direct”





#6
The Rise of Zero-Click 

Everything



These Platforms Prioritize *Native Content*

Source: SparkToro

https://sparktoro.com/blog/zero-click-content-the-counterintuitive-way-to-succeed-in-a-platform-native-world/


This one has a link.
This one has no link.

~10X the reach with 
zero-click content



“Don’t Let People Click Out!” –Every Network

Source: Hootsuite & Matt Navara 

https://blog.hootsuite.com/linkedin-engagement-experiment/
https://twitter.com/MattNavarra/status/1556577507415031808


TL;DR



In 2013, it was challenging, but possible to measure and 
attribute ~75% of digital marketing investments



In 2023, it’s still possible to measure many of these, but 
impossible to realistically assign attribution.



vs.

Measurement

Attribution



Attribution is…

See this ad while 
scrolling Reddit:

Visit the website, reach 
a CTA, and complete it.

See Reddit.com referrals in 
analytics to know exactly 

how many paid 
subscriptions it sent:



Measurement is…

Run this awareness 
ad on Reddit:

Get stats about how 
many people saw it, 

hovered on it, clicked, 
and watched the trailer:

Compare to other HBO 
series that were/weren’t 

promoted to estimate 
Reddit’s marginal 

audience contribution:

Views: 105,003,358
Hovers: 9,432,119

Clicks: 182,226
Trailer Starts: 161,494

Trailer Completions: 73,029

Mythic Quest: -7%
Barry: +14%

Distant Lands: -31%
Harley Quinn: -8%

Flight Attendant: +11%

Many digital marketers 
call these “vanity metrics.”



In 1960, Coca-Cola spent 
millions on outdoor 
advertising like this 

billboard in Chicago…

How’d they decide to run 
that message in that 

location?



Audience
Demographics, size, composition

Potential Reach
Amount of people expected to 
pass that location during the 
time the billboard is running

Context & 
Relevance
In an area Coke wants to be 
associated with?
Market Comparables
Did similar ads in similar cities 
yield positive results?

Lift-Based 
Measurement
If sales in downtown Chicago are 
higher YTD/in-comparison-to similarly 
dense neighborhoods without Coke 
ads, Coke can attribute some of the 
lift to the ads.

AKA: Vanity Metrics!



Potential customer 
consumes content 
about your product

They Google it and get 
so much info, there’s 
no need to visit your 

site at all

They might go to 
some third parties to 

read reviews



When they finally buy

You get two kinds of 
“attribution.”

#1: View-through ads

#2: Last Click

Any org exclusively 
optimizing for these 
two will destroy the 

brand building 
responsible for

most sales.



The only way attribution models work is if…

the analytics software can record the devices 
that made all these visits and tie them together.

Not gonna 
happen in a 
cookieless 

world!



MarTech Vendors Are Trying to Sell You ML/AI-Based Solutions 
that Build Samples Based on Marketing Mix Models

E.G. Here’s Reprise Digital’s stab at attribution modeling

https://reprisedigital.com/


This “MMM” Stuff Only Works If…
Every Brand Touch Can Be Included 

Via Derek Levesque’s Medium Post on Marketing Mix Modeling

https://medium.com/bcggamma/the-science-behind-the-art-of-marketing-mix-modeling-ba721d6dab33


An abbreviated list of things 
that MMM cannot measure:

Word of mouth Heard about you on a podcast

Friend emailed/messaged me about you

Saw your content quoted in a publication I read

Watched your talk at a conference

You were on a list of recommendations 
in a private FB group

Mentioned in a YouTube video Reddit comment 
thread suggested 

your brandBoss forwarded your 
newsletter

Learned about you from some branded merch



And that’s not to mention 
all the things MMM could 
conceivably measure that 

almost sets up

Zero-Click 
Searches

Most organic social 
media marketing

Most small publication PR

Most organic 
content 

marketing

Private forum & group participation 
(Discord, Slack, FB groups, Tweet DM 

groups, private email groups, etc)

Unpaid influencer 
marketing

Marketing-focused 
improvements to 

the product

Organic 
participation on 
platforms that 

lack crawlability 
or APIs: Pinterest, 

LinkedIn, 
Instagram, Twitch, 
Quora, Medium, 

etc.)

1:1 outreach via 
emails or DMs

Media brand mentions 
(esp. in video or 

audio-centric content)

Event 
participation

Unpaid 
co-marketin

g
Customer 
support 
driven 

marketing

Comment 
marketing

Streamer 
reviews

Virtually anything unpaid 
to do with outdoor, print, 

TV, or radio

SMS 
marketing



Just Spend More on Ads, Right?

Via AdWeek, NYT, Input, & HBR

https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/when-procter-gamble-cut-200-million-in-digital-ad-spend-its-marketing-became-10-more-effective/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/business/chase-ads-youtube-fake-news-offensive-videos.html
https://www.inputmag.com/culture/uber-burned-through-100-million-thanks-to-digital-ad-fraud
https://hbr.org/2013/03/did-ebay-just-prove-that-paid


“What the pandemic showed is we can take 
marketing down to zero and still have 95% 
of the same traffic as the year before. 
So, we’re not going to forget that lesson.”

-Brian Chesky, CEO of Airbnb

Via Campaign

https://www.campaignlive.com/article/airbnb-slashes-spend-permanent-shift-performance-marketing-brand/1708621


The Parable of 
the Pizzeria



WHY WORK HARD TO 
MAKE MORE SALES, 

WHEN I COULD JUST 
GET CREDIT FOR SALES 
THAT WERE ABOUT TO 

HAPPEN ANYWAY?



Hard to 
swallow 

pills

The best marketing opportunities 
are often the least measurable



the
What’s

Solution?



In 2023 (and Beyond), These Are Your Options:

Throw money at the Big Tech ad providers, who’ll continue to 
provide “attribution” (but, almost certainly taking credit for sales 
that would have happened anyway).

#1

#2 Build a “hard to measure” dashboard that infers lift from channels. Be 
willing to shut off ads & organic investments for extended periods to 
confirm their lift. Use 20th-century style measurement tactics.

#3
Measure the big stuff: traffic, conversions, revenue. Ignore most 
everything else, and instead be willing to invest in creative, 
hard-to-measure channels and tactics based on customer 
presence, gut feel, and “vanity metrics.”



Option #1
Big Tech Ads



These ads probably 
work fine for big brands

But if you’re trying to 
grow a brand…



But if you’re gonna throw $$ at ads…

Via LeadsRX/Unbounce

At least test shutting ‘em off!

https://leadsrx.com/resources/blog/incrementality-the-promise-vs-the-reality/


Option #2
Build a 

Hard-to-Measure 
Dashboard



How “Untrackable” Marketing Can Be Measured

Audience learns about 
your brand on a channel 
that can’t be attributed

Awareness

Those who want more info 
search for your brand or 

type-in your website

Interest
Visitors from these 

channels are labeled 
direct/type-in, or come 
from branded search

Visit
People who’ve heard 

positive things are more 
likely to engage, click, & 
convert with your brand

Familiarity Lift

Measure with: 
Impressions

Content on social, articles in 
media, podcast episodes, 
YouTube videos, and the like 
can (often) be measured with 
impression & view numbers

e.g. Twitter 
analytics

Measure with: Search 
Volume

Monthly search volume on 
Google, YouTube, LinkedIn and 
others can be collected 
through first and/or third-party 
tools

e.g. Google 
Trends

Measure with: Visits from 
Direct, Type-In, & Branded 

Search
You can’t prove which channel 
brought them, but you can 
show trends for unattributed 
site visitors

e.g. “Direct” in 
Google Analytics

Measure with: Overall 
Traffic, CTR & Conversion 

Rates
Recording changes in total 
visits and click/conversion 
rates can show how 
unmeasurable branding 
activity impacts the whole 
marketing funnel

e.g. Conversion Rate in 
Google Analytics



You Can Build Something Like This…

Source: SparkToro Blog

https://sparktoro.com/blog/how-to-measure-hard-to-measure-marketing-channels/


A few software companies are building products to 
automate this (or at least, parts of it):

E.G. BrandOps.io

https://brandops.io/


Option #3
Measure the Big Stuff.

Invest where your audience pays attention.
Ignore the rest. 



You’re gonna hate this 
part…

Sorry.



We reject not only attribution, but
most measurement, too.



Properly testing & measuring is more costly 
than wasting even big portions of effort.

Why?!



Find a source 
that reaches 
our audience

Provide unique 
value that 
earns their 
attention

(Hopefully) 
wow their 
audience.

Turn their 
audience into 
our audience

Bring ‘em to 
our site.

A podcast.
A YouTube channel.
A media or blog site.
An event or webinar.
An email newsletter.

Create content.
Engage them on social.
Invite them to your platform.
Help them w/ a problem.
Get a warm intro + rec.

Provide value they can’t get 
anywhere else.
Comb through their previous 
work and uncover which ones 
rocked (and didn’t).
Go above and beyond.

Don’t push; nudge.
Watch Google Trends for branded search lift.
Engage their audiences on social.
Follow up with everyone you can.
Use a non-promotional call to action.

Free tools.
An email newsletter.
Free research reports.
An engaging blog/news section.
An episodic content series.  

The
Influence 

Marketing 
Flywheel

Here’s What We Do Instead:



We don’t use any paid media or SEO, instead opting to find our 
audience’s sources of influence and be present there.

Featured on 
industry podcasts

Interviewed on popular 
YouTube channels

Written about in email 
newsletters & blogs



Find the Shared Value Between Your 
Brand

& the Source of Influence’s Goals

“I want Source of 
Influence X to 

amplify my brand.”

“What could I do 
for or with X that 
would earn me 

coverage.”

Guest on their 
podcast?

Be one of their 
webinar speakers?

Sponsor their email 
newsletter?

Publish research 
they’d write about?

Run a joint survey 
with them?

Get quoted in one 
of their articles?

Do newsworthy 
things they’d cover?



Do I like participating here? Does it fit 
with my strengths?

Are my “vanity metrics” improving? Am 
I getting reach & engagement?

Are my customers engaged on this 
platform around topics relevant to 

what I’m selling?



Thank You!

Want to chat more? I’m @randfish@mastodon.social
or rand@sparktoro.com.


